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Abstract

Distribution transformers are a vital component of electrical power transmission and distribution system. Frequent Monitoring transformers faults before it occurs can help prevent transformer faults which are expensive to repair and result in a loss of energy and services. The present method of the routine manual check of transformer parameters by the electricity board has proven to be less effective. This research aims to develop a low-cost protection system for the distribution transformer making it safer with improved reliability of service to the users. Therefore, this research work investigated transformer fault types and developed a microcontroller-based system for transformer fault detection and protection system using GSM (the Global System of Mobile Communication) technology for fault reporting. The developed prototype system was tested using voltage, current and temperature, which gave a threshold voltage higher than 220 volts to be overvoltage, a load higher than 200 watts to be overload and temperature greater than 39 degrees Celsius to be over temperature was measured. From the results, there was timely detection of transformer faults of the system, the transformer protection circuits were fully functional, and fault reporting was achieved using the GSM device. Overall, 99% accuracy was achieved. The system can thus be recommended for use by the Electricity Distribution Companies to protect distribution transformers for optimal performance, as the developed system makes the transformers more robust, and intelligent. Hence, a real-time distribution transformer fault monitoring and prevention system is achieved and the cost of transformer maintenance is reduced to an extent.

1. Introduction

Distribution transformers are essential components and play an essential role in the electricity distribution system [1][2][3][4]. They are used to meet up ever-growing demand of electric energy by industries', household, and commercial activities. Uninterrupted power supply to the customer mainly depends on the working condition of the distribution transformer. Proper protection is needed for economic and safe operation in the electrical power distribution system. Distribution transformers can have a lifespan of 20 to 35 years of its design life, whereas, if properly maintained and operated under a good and rated condition, a transformer can have a useful lifespan of 60 years in practice [5][6][7][8][9][10]. The monitoring and controlling of distribution transformers are essential methods for detecting the quick alert of the electrical system, and also, for the proper performance of the electrical system [3]. The operation of the electric power system depends upon the effective functioning of the distribution transformer. As a result, monitoring and control of crucial variables like the voltage, current as well as temperature are necessary for assessing the performance of the distribution transformer and also help to minimize disruption due to sudden failure of the power system [11][12][13][14].

Currently, in Nigeria, the distribution transformers are monitored offline, mainly by the inspection officers from the utility company or the residents within the fault location who alerts the power company [15][16]. The practice encourages a slow response which often leads to power outages for a long time since the fault detection is not automated. The current method of manual monitoring and control (offline) of distribution transformer has the following shortcomings [12]: Operations of equipment failure are manually done; It takes much time; Much hard labour is required and Electricity customers and production process are affected enormously.

With the current advancement in technologies, especially in the area of telecommunication, it is easier to monitor distribution transformer in a real-time basis using any of the available technologies to report distribution transformer incidences, thereby improving their lifespan. Hence, prompt attention to distribution transformer faults is critical in power system which leads to avoiding harm and instability to the network. Distribution transformer monitoring and prevention system is proposed in this workpiece to overcome these challenges. Several existing systems have been deployed, but each has their respective limitations [17].

The remaining section of the paper is organized into four sections: section 2 provides a review of related works, the design methodology of the system is presented in section 3, section 4 provides results and discussions of the results. The conclusion is presented in section 5 and references in section 6.

2. Review of Related Works

Several kinds of literature reported works done in the area of the distribution transformer monitoring system with the aim of boosting the lifespan of the transformer and providing the uninterrupted power supply. Various types of system and technologies have been used for monitoring systems such as supervisory control and data acquiring (SCADA) system [16], radio frequency (RF) based control system [9], distributed control system [18], internet-based communication [9][19], WCDMA [20], GSM [9][21], ZIGBEE [22][16] and wireless sensor network (WSN) [23]. Some of these pieces of literature and the signs of progress made as well as the challenges currently being faced by the existing body of knowledge are reviewed in this section.

[22] Proposed a distribution transformer monitoring system using ZigBee technology and temperature sensors to monitor and report any transformer fault condition via the wireless ZigBee sensing network. However, the device had apparent limitations as the ZigBee module is short-ranged and cannot be employed to monitor dispersedly located area transformers. Secondly, it detects only a fault state and provides no solution. A similar remote transformer monitoring system was developed in [24] — using internet-based SCADA system for remote communication. But, was limited by heavy reliance on the availability of internet access, vulnerability to internet-based attacks, hackers and network threat. Also, in [10], a fault detection system using Bluetooth and Android application was developed. This method was quite effective but, the Bluetooth technology is short-ranged. On the other hand, a fault diagnosis system for power transformers using an artificial neural network (ANN) was developed by [25]. The system using ANN proved to be an efficient tool for classification and identification of the events. However, a substantial computational burden is inevitable for training or comparing signals [26]. Another transformer fault detection was developed using the wavelet transform in [27]. The developed system was an analytical approach to fault detection in transformer systems and the wavelet algorithm could detect a transformer fault quite accurately. However, it required high computational skill and expertise, it can only be used for fault detection of internal faults. Also, [28] developed a fault monitoring system using GSM technology and a modular software. The system used a novel distributed transformer remote monitoring software (DTRMS). The developed system was reliable, but it had no mechanism for transformer fault protection and control. Similarly, [29] developed an integrated system for health monitoring of power transformers with an auto-dialing unit. The developed monitoring system was designed using P89V51RD2 Microcontroller to monitor key parameters and communicates fault conditions to the operators, but its major limitation was the lack of a protection and control feature.

[30] Developed a GSM-based condition monitoring system for transformers. The system monitors the transformer system and reported fault conditions such as overload, overvoltage and overheating (temperature). The developed system was mainly a reporting system, and it had no scheme for transformer protection. [31] Developed a microcontroller-based fault detection system using GSM. It was designed to monitor the condition of the distribution transformer at the Michael Okpara University of Agriculture Umudike. The system was quite efficient as a fault monitoring system, but it lacks a scheme for transformer protection and monitoring. [32], developed an RF-based distribution transformer monitoring system — it monitored and records key parameters of a distribution transformer such as load voltage, current load and oil temperature of the transformer. The system’s RF provides low latency, which is good for a real-time communication system. Besides, the system is more of the monitoring system. It does not isolate the transformer when the problem arises; instead, it requires the effort of the operator to do so, which is time-consuming. Also, [33] proposed a mobile embedded system to monitor and record critical parameters such as the temperature of the transformer, oil level and load current. It reports in the form of SMS any abnormality via mobile phone of the operator. The system helps to detect the transformer fault and nothing more.

From the reviewed related kinds of literature and progresses made in transformer fault detection and protection system, it is observed that important steps have been achieved in transformer health monitoring, detection and protection system. Also, the microcontroller and GSM have played an essential role in transformer monitoring, detection and protection system. However, from the review, there is a need for a more improved system with high accuracy level for transformer fault detection, protection and reporting system. This research developed a reliable and low-cost transformer fault monitoring system by exploiting the application of the microcontroller-based system and GSM technology to transformer fault detection and prevention system.

3. System Design and Methodology

In this section, methods and application of the developed system are discussed. The essence of designing any transformer protection system is to develop a system that can efficiently handle any threat to transformer health such as overload, overvoltage and overheating (temperature). Our design is expected to yield a sustainable power supply to the customers and eventually, improve the lifespan of the distribution transformer. The developed system comprises of six units as shown in Figure 1. The developed system was designed around a microcontroller Unit (AT89S52), which is...
the processing unit. The microcontroller unit was interfaced with the GSM device alongside the sensing unit (sensors: voltage transformer, current transformer and LM 35) connected to the transformer. The system measures and reads the physical quantity from the transformer and then its analogue signal equivalent. Once the system is powered on, the voltage, current and temperature sensors detect the voltage, current and temperatures levels of the transformer. The digital output then feeds the microcontroller, and the microcontroller sends the output to the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), displaying the appropriate message which is: the voltage, current and temperature level. The LCDs if there is any anomaly having compared it with the rated operating Level. These parameters are also fed to the GSM module of which it sends SMS to the operator indicating the transformer fault. The entire system is then interfaced with a control circuit (relay system and a DC Fan), a mechanism to protect the transformer system.

![Figure 1. Block Diagram of a Transformer Fault Detection System](image)

3.1 AT89S52 Microcontroller Sub-System

The microcontroller used for the system's implementation is Atmel’s AT89S52. The microcontroller is a low-power, high-performance CMOS that is 8-bit with 8K bytes of in-system programmable flash memory. The device is manufactured using Atmel’s high-density non-volatile memory technology and is compatible with the industry-standard 80C51 instruction set and pinout. The flash is on-chip, and it allows the program memory to be reprogrammed in-system or by a conventional non-volatile memory programmer. By combining a versatile 8-bit CPU with in-system programmable Flash on a monolithic chip, the Atmel AT89S52 is a powerful microcontroller which provides a highly-flexible and cost-effective solution to many embedded control applications.

3.2 Power Supply Unit

The power supply is the circuit from which the desired DC voltage to run the other circuits is obtained. Using 7805 we obtained 5V DC voltage. The power supply unit consists of five (5) critical components as shown in Figure 2. The components are: Transformer, Rectifier, Filter, Power Indicator and Voltage regulator – the voltage regulator is used in this work to maintain a constant output voltage level of 5V.

![Figure 2. Circuit Diagram of Power Supply Unit](image)

3.3 Relay system

The traits of a relay that makes it sensitive to low power operations necessitate its choice in this research. The relay in a real-time distribution system is designed to provide a proper shutdown of the system during any fault in the network. Figure 3, shows the relay used in this research.
3.4 Software Implementation

The program code for the transformer fault monitoring system is written and compiled in the mikroC PRO which provides the instruction code for the AT89S62 Microcontroller. The mikroC PRO is a feature-rich development tool for AVR microcontrollers designed to offer the programmer the simplest solution for embedded systems application development without performance or control compromise. The mikroC PRO for AVR is user-friendly.

3.5 System Principle of Operation

The microcontroller unit anchors the system’s mode of operation. Firstly, the system would be powered, from the mains, then the sensing unit scans the system to check if the transformer is working within rated conditions. Then the comparator alongside the Microcontroller unit, take the appropriate decisions, if the transformer is working within acceptable voltage, current and temperature levels, or in a fault state, an SMS is sent to the utility/operator board, and the protection system would isolate the detected fault. Figure 4 is a flowchart illustrating the system’s principle of operation. The three-dimensional view of transformer fault detection and protection system are presented in Figure 5, and Figure 6, respectively, for a better understanding of the design concept and underlying principles of the system. The implemented working prototype is shown in Figure 7.
4. Results and Discussion

This section presents implementation, discussion, analysis of the result and system evaluation of transformer fault detection and protection system using GSM technology for fault reporting. The entire system was first designed and simulated using Proteus (7.8) version. Figure 8, presents the implemented circuit diagram of the system. The system developed to consist of a microcontroller (Atmel’s AT89S52) as the processor, a display unit, sensing unit, power supply unit, protection and control unit and a data communication unit.
A 16 × 2 inches LCD was used to display the real-time temperature, overvoltage and overcurrent of the system as shown in Figure 9. Any change in the rating during the working of the system is displayed on the LCD, and the system simultaneously sends an SMS to the operator at a remote location, notifying him/her of transformer fault occurrence. Also, the relay circuit disconnects the transformer from the supply and activates its cooling system. The rating is based on the initial setting in the system as shown in Table 1.

![Figure 7. Liquid Crystal Display Unit](image)

### Table 1. System State and System Response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>System State</th>
<th>System Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>&gt;220 volts</td>
<td>Over-voltage</td>
<td>Disconnect Input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load</td>
<td>&gt;=200 Watts</td>
<td>Overload</td>
<td>Disconnect Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>&gt;39°C</td>
<td>Overheating</td>
<td>Turn on the Cooling System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The developed system was tested using electric bulbs of varying wattage; from 15 watts to 200 watts. The input voltage from the mains was taken to be a constant 220V. The current and temperature levels vary (increases) as the load increases as shown in Table 2.

![Figure 8. Graph of Load, Voltage, Current and Temperature](image)

### Table 2. Developed System Testing Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/No.</th>
<th>Load (Watts)</th>
<th>Voltage (Volts)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Current (mamps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>34.45</td>
<td>64.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>34.68</td>
<td>109.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>35.01</td>
<td>268.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>35.82</td>
<td>536.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>36.23</td>
<td>898.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The system was able to carry out fault detection based on the stated threshold in the microcontroller unit as presented in Table 1. The system protection is carried out via the relay circuit, cooling system, and the transformer fault reporting using the GSM device. The protection and control were done to protect the system from current overload, overheating and over-voltage. The cooling system serves as a cooling mechanism for the transformer fault detection system.
Figure 10 presents the results obtained from the testing of the prototype. The obtained results show a proportional relationship between load and temperature, as an increase in load leads to an increase in the transformer temperature. At a constant supply voltage of 220 volts, it is observed that by varying the load from 15 watts to 200 watts, the transformer current measured in milliamps also increases. The System protection scheme presented in Table 2. The system is expected to have a constant output of 220V AC. It would continue its normal operation as long as the input voltage from the mains does not exceed 220 volts. When there is a fluctuation above the declared operating voltage the system’s protection mechanism would be turned on, i.e. the relay circuit would cut off the input power supply to the transformer, as shown in Figure 10. The developed system is to be operated within specific loads. The system was tested with five loads (electric bulbs of varying watts); 15, 25, 60, 120, 200 watts. The system was programmed to alert the operators of an overload at a load ≥ 200 watts. At this point, the system’s response is to cut-off the transformer output. Table 2, shows the relationship between transformer voltage, load current, and temperature. An increase in temperature (heat) is experienced as the loading of the transformer increases. This relationship exists in a directly proportional manner.

The developed system was designed to operate within temperatures ≤ 39°C; hence temperatures ≥ 39°C represent over-temperature. The proposed transformer fault detection system’s performance was evaluated to ensure that the system meets its design objectives and that it performs more reliably. Hence, accuracy metrics were employed to measure the performance and reliability of the system. To check for the accuracy of the developed system, we compared the difference between the computed numerical values and the values obtained from system testing. The relationship between power, voltage and current is used for the comparison. Hence system accuracy is determined using the power Equation 1 and Equation 2.

\[ P = VI \]  
\[ I = P/V \]  

Using (2) the computation is as follows:

1. For 15 Watts; the True Value \( I_t = 15/220 = 0.6818 \); the Measured Value \( I_m = 0.0641 \), \( I_t - I_m = 0.004 \) representing 99.6%

2. For 25 Watts; the True Value \( I_t = 25/220 = 0.1136 \); the Measured Value \( I_m = 0.1096 \), \( I_t - I_m = 0.0038 \) representing 99.62%

3. For 60 Watts; the True Value \( I_t = 60/220 = 0.2727 \); the Measured Value \( I_m = 0.2682 \), \( I_t - I_m = 0.0045 \) representing 99.65%

4. For 120 Watts; the True Value \( I_t = 120/220 = 0.5454 \); the Measured Value \( I_m = 0.5367 \), \( I_t - I_m = 0.0087 \) representing 99.13%

5. For 200 Watts; the True Value \( I_t = 200/220 = 0.9090 \); the Measured Value \( I_m = 0.8983 \), \( I_t - I_m = 0.0107 \) representing 98.93%

The variance between the exact and measured values increases with an increase in load. Hence the system exhibits high accuracy and an overall 99% accuracy at different loads’ variation. In comparison with other cited work, this research work outperforms them with isolating the system when faults occur with a high system accuracy of 99%. The system makes distribution transformer more robust, secure and intelligent. With the system, a real-time distribution transformer fault monitoring and prevention system are achieved which adequately contained the cost of maintenance to an extent.

5. Conclusion

This research developed a microcontroller-based transformer fault detection and protection system using GSM technology for fault reporting. The developed system was evaluated against the set objectives: over voltage, temperature and overcurrent. The system was found effective and efficient. During abnormal conditions exceeding specified limits of temperature, voltage and current, the relay immediately isolates the transformer from the power line and communicate faults through GSM technology to the operators or the electricity board. The system can thus be adapted for use by Electricity Distribution Company to protect distribution transformer for optimal performance, reduced mean downtime of transformer thereby, increasing reliability and decreasing operations cost of the power system. The
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